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A study of radial propagation and electric fields induced by charge separation in blob-like struc-

tures has been performed in a non-confined cylindrical electron cyclotron resonance heating plasma

on Q-shu University Experiment with a Steady-State Spherical Tokamak using a fast-speed camera

and a Langmuir probe. The radial propagation of the blob-like structures is found to be driven by

E�B drift. Moreover, these blob-like structures were found to have been accelerated, and the

property of the measured radial velocities agrees with the previously proposed model [C. Theiler et
al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 065001 (2009)]. Although the dependence of the radial velocity on the

connection length of the magnetic field appeared to be different, a plausible explanation based on

enhanced short-circuiting of the current path can be proposed. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3640494]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, intermittent burst ejections of plasma agglom-

erations in the scrape-off layer (SOL) region were reported

from many types of magnetic confinement devices such as

NSTX,1 Alcator C-Mod,2 DIII-D,3 and LHD.4 These so-

called “blobs” are a type of structure associated with turbu-

lent fluctuations in the SOL plasma that are produced from a

radially elongated structure arising from an interchange

instability and that have sheared off by plasma flow from the

main plasma.5

Radial propagation of these blobs has been extensively

investigated in view of their impact on plasma confine-

ment6,7 as well as plasma-wall interaction (PWI).8,9 Accord-

ing to one introductory model describing radial propagation

velocities,10 blobs basically propagated into the low field

side riding on E�B drifts, where E and B are the respective

electric and magnetic fields, here perpendicular to each

other. The electric field can be formed initially by a self-

induced charge separation due to grad B fields and curvature

drifts and maintained at a certain value via current through

the sheath at the attachment region of the metallic walls, ion

polarization current,11 and current induced by an ion-neutral

friction force.12

The radial velocity of blobs as derived by a previously

proposed model13 can be expressed in the form

Vth ¼
CSffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R=2ab

p
þ ab=qsð Þ2R=Lc

dn

n
; (1)

where Cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mi

p
is the ion sound speed, qS

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Temi

p
=eB0 is ion Larmor radius, Lc is connection length

to sheath along the magnetic field line, ab is blob size along

the electric field, R is the curvature radius (R¼ 1.4 m) of the

toroidal magnetic field, and dn=n describes a relative differ-

ence of a peak density from background density.1,13 The

two terms in the denominator represent a scaling factor

associated with the ion polarization current (1st term) and

the sheath current (2nd term). When the ion polarization cur-

rent dominates, the blob velocity is approximately expressed

as Vpol ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ab=R

p
Cs. In contrast, when the sheath current

dominates, the velocity is approximately Vshe ¼ qs=abð Þ2
LcCs=Rð Þ.

As a conclusive comparison with theoretical models is

hampered by limited accessibility for diagnostics in mag-

netic fusion experimental devices, instead some of detailed

measurements using simulated experiments greatly contrib-

uted in clarifying the physical mechanism of blobs.12,14 In

TORPEX, experiments using electron cyclotron resonance

heated (ECRH) plasmas produced by 2.45 GHz microwave

were performed to simulate blobs in the SOL region of

tokamaks.14

Radial velocities were measured to investigate the

dependence on blob size and ion-neutral friction force. The

main finding was that these velocities agreed with the previ-

ously proposed model based on E�B drift.13 In this model,

the velocity of the blobs significantly depends on the connec-

tion length Lc as obtained in Eq. (1),13 although the depend-

ence on Lc had not been investigated in TORPEX.

In a spherical tokamak named Q-shu University

Experiment with a Steady-State Spherical Tokamak

(QUEST), blob-like structures emitting intermittent bursts had

been clearly observed through the combination of a Langmuir
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probe and a fast-speed camera in a non-confined cylindrical

plasmas generated by ECRH.15

In this paper, after a brief introduction to the experimen-

tal set-up in Sec. II, the results of the investigation of blob-

like structure radial propagation velocities are described in

Sec. III, followed by a comparison with the model given in

Ref. 13 and a discussion of the results in Sec. IV. We finish

with some conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

QUEST (R0¼ 0.68 m, a¼ 0.4 m, and Bt¼ 0.25 T at

R¼ 0.64 m) is a medium-sized spherical tokamak that has

the advantage of improved high beta stability compared to a

conventional tokamak. It is dedicated to the study of issues

related to plasma current start-up, steady-state operations,

and particle recycling control.16

In this experiment, hydrogen plasma was produced

by ECRH at 2.45 GHz in open magnetic configurations

in QUEST; the field contours are depicted in Fig. 1. The

injected RF power for the ECRH was approximately 10 kW.

Non-confined ECRH plasmas were located around the funda-

mental and 2nd ECR layer at R¼ 0.3 m and R¼ 0.6 m,

respectively. The 3rd and 4th ECR layers do not play an

essential role in the experiment. Therefore, the outer region

beyond R¼ 0.6 m to the vacuum vessel wall (R¼ 1.4 m) can

be assumed to be just a propagation region for blob-like

structures. Typical ECRH plasma parameters are the electron

density �1–5� 1016 m�3, the electron temperature 4–12 eV,

and the plasma potential 10–20 V.

A vertical magnetic field Bz of magnitude 6.4–24 mT

was superimposed on a 39 mT toroidal field BT at R¼ 0.64

m. Bz is held constant for all radial directions on the mid-

plane (Z¼ 0 m) of the vacuum vessel. In contrast, BT is

inversely proportional to the radial distance. QUEST has two

flat divertor plates at Z ¼ 61 m from the mid-plane, as

marked in Fig. 1. The dependence of the radial propagation

velocity on Lc is investigated by changing Bz, and the results

were compared with those obtained by a model presented

in Ref. 13. Lc is estimated from the connected length along

the magnetic field between the two flat divertor plates

through the sheath, and it can be obtained from Eq. (2) if the

plasma current is neglected. Here BR and BZ are the radial

and vertical magnetic fields, respectively, R, Z, h the major

radius, vertical, and rotation directions, respectively,

dl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2

R þ d2
Z þ ðRdhÞ2

q
.

Lc ¼
ðL

�L

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

B2
RðR;Z;hÞ

B2
ZðR;Z;hÞ

þ
B2

TðR;Z;hÞ

B2
ZðR;Z;hÞ

vuut dz: (2)

Here, L represents the vertical distance of the flat divertor

plate from the mid-plane. The blob-like structures were

measured with both a fast-speed camera and a Langmuir

probe. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the location of the

probe system and camera. The camera was located at a toroi-

dal angle of 92.5� away from the probe system, and its wide

viewing angular range of 72� enables monitoring of what is

happening at the probe head (R is less than 0.9 m approxi-

mately). Typically, the fast-speed CCD camera is set at 50

ls per frame recording 288� 240 pixel images in each

frame. For measuring, two types of probe head with six pins

were affixed. For the first type, sketched on the left side of

Fig. 3, opposing pins are separated by distance lz¼ 5 mm

and pairs of pins with a radial-separation of lR¼ 14 mm. The

second type is shown on the right side of Fig. 3. Measure-

ments taken in combination with the fast speed camera were

only obtained by using the second type. Pins on both probe

heads are identified by letters A–F. The ion saturation

current (A-pin(Isat1) and B-pin(Isat2)), the positive bias

(C-pin(Vþ2) and D-pin(Vþ1)), and the floating potential

(E-pin(Vf1) and F-pin(Vf2)) can be measured with a sampling

rate of 1 MHz. The ion saturation current Isat is proportional

to the product of the density and the sound speed of plasma,

nT0:5. Accordingly, by neglecting the time variation of the

temperature, the ion saturation current can be regarded as a

density.

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional side view of QUEST is shown. Dash lines show a

typical magnetic flux surface in an open magnetic configuration employed

in the experiments. Two solid horizontal lines represent the position of flat

divertor plates.

FIG. 2. A schematic view through the mid-plane (Z¼ 0 m) showing the

location in QUEST of the probe system and the fast-speed camera.
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The radial velocity Vb of blob-like structures is directly

measured with the first type of probe as follows. The time

evolution of Isat at two different radial positions (A-pin and

B-pin) separated by distance lz¼ 14 mm was measured, and

the time lag (Dt) of the measured signals was obtained from

cross-correlations using the reconstruction method of the

wavelet transform of the signal.17 Finally, the radial veloc-

ities of blob-like structures can be estimated from

Vr ¼ lR=Dt. The velocity of intense radially propagating

emissions from blob-like structures, Vimage, were investi-

gated by analyzing emission intensities Ihv derived from visi-

ble images measured with the fast-speed camera. The visible

images are mainly attributable to Ha emissions which are

radiated through collisions between hydrogen atoms and

electrons. By assuming that the density n0 of hydrogen atoms

is uniform in the vacuum vessel, the visible image can

directly reflect the electron density distribution,18,19 and for

this reason the estimated Vimage has sometimes been

regarded as the radial velocity of blobs in the previous

research.1,2 However, this aspect should at least be confirmed

by performing experiments.

Some intense emissions have appeared on images when

blob-like structures have been generated and propagate.

These emissions as seen in every frame move outwards the

low field side. Therefore, cross-correlation analysis of the ra-

dial Ihv(R) profile (Z¼ 0 m) was performed every 50 ls

using Eq. (3).

Cv mð Þ ¼
XN

k¼1

Ihv kð Þn � Ihv k þ mð Þnþ1: (3)

Here Cv is the cross-correlation value, N is the pixel number

in the radial direction, n is the frame number, and

k ¼ 1; 2 � � � N. The propagation distance, Ddp, is obtained

from the highest amplitude value of the cross-correlation

such as Ddp ¼ mp � 0:007 ½m�. Value of 0.007 m indicates

each pixel size of the fast camera, and Vimage can be esti-

mated as Vimage ¼ Ddp=5� 10�5.

III. ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To begin, the radial velocity of the blob-like structures

was compared with the E�B drift velocity. We shall briefly

describe how the electric field is estimated from the probe

signals. The axial component of the electric field Ez was

measured from the potential difference between the E- and

F-pins using EZ ¼ ðVf1 � Vf2Þ=lz. A time evolution of Ez is

shown in Fig. 4(a). As a blob approaches the probe pins, the

Ez signal rises positively indicating that an Ez component

exists inside the blob-like structure as predicted by the theory

introduced in Sec. II. However, before the blob reaches the

probe pins, Ez has already been observed. We use Ez

weighted by Isat as indicated in Eq. (4).

Eh ib¼
Ð

Isat tð ÞEz tð ÞdtÐ
Isat tð Þdt

: (4)

The main Eh ib contribution comes from the high density

region of blob-like structures. Most values are zero in Isat,

except when the blob-like structure passes the probe. How-

ever, the Ez values fluctuate because of the presence of back-

ground plasma that generates positive spikes as the blob-like

structure passes, as seen in Fig. 4(a). Therefore, most of

background signal can be cancelled by weighting Isat as dem-

onstrated in Fig. 4(b). The E�B drift velocity of the blob-

like structure, as it passes the probe, can be estimated at

about VE�B¼hEib=BT� 40(V=m)=27(mT)¼ 1.5 km=s by

integrating the area under the curve, where the background

vanishes sufficiently, as obtained in Fig. 4(c).

Fig. 4(d) shows the two simultaneously measured sig-

nals of the ion saturation currents. The time lag Dt, clearly

observed in the figure, was 10 ls when the cross-correlation

was performed. Vb, as the time the blob-like structure passes

the probe, can be estimated to be �1.4 km=s, which agrees

reasonably-well with the E�B drift velocity.

A comparison of VE�B and Vb is shown in Fig. 5. The

clustering of results near the diagonal clearly indicates that

the radial velocity of blob-like structure is almost equivalent

to the measured E�B drift velocity: Therefore the radial

propagation of these structures has been driven by E�B

drift. Hereafter, we regard the measured E�B drift veloc-

ities as radial velocities of the blob-like structures.

The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the radial dependence of

the E�B drift velocities of blob-like structures as measured

with the second probe head and Vimage as imaged with the

fast-speed camera and compared with the model of Ref. 13.

The middle panel graphs shows the average values (with

error bars) of the plasma parameters associated with blob-

like structure formation used in the evaluation of velocities.

Using the camera images, values of blob-like structure size

ab along the electric field were estimated to be approximately

0.08 m. The value of ab is defined as the average of the

FWHM of the vertical profiles for the light-intensities from

blob-like structures. The estimation of ab strongly depends

on the resolution of the camera, and moreover the images

represent not the density, but just the visible light distribu-

tion. Therefore, a measurement was performed for checking

the accuracy of the estimation of blob sizes using the camera

image. We could estimate radial sizes by both the probe and

FIG. 3. Side and front views of two types of probe head. Each probe pin in

the figure is identified by its label.
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the camera in the case of Lc¼ 4.1 m, and we could compare

each other. A radial blob-like structure size could be meas-

ured from probe measurements (�0.065 m) and camera

images (�0.08 m), independently. Thus, the radial size

measured from images differs by roughly þ20% compared

with the probe measurements. Vertical size of blob-like

structures as determined from the camera images have been

corrected by 20%.

The values of VE�B and Vimage were compared at

R� 0.65 m and R� 0.85 m. The value of Vimage near the

second ECR layer (R¼ 0.7 m) was approximately 0.9 km=s,

while at R¼ 0.8 m, Vimage was higher at approximately 1.2

km=s; VE�B was approximately 1.0 km=s at R¼ 0.65 m and

approximately 1.3 km=s at R¼ 0.75 m. The absolute values

FIG. 5. Results of the simultaneous measurement of VE�B and Vb by the

probe at R¼ 0.8 m. The black-dashed line identifies the equivalence of the

velocities.

FIG. 6. Top: the radial profiles of the VE�B (circles) estimated by radial

scanning measurement, the Vimage (squares), and Vth (triangles). Middle:

electron temperature (circles), dn=n (triangles), blob size (squares), and con-

nection length (solid-circles). Bottom: the radial profiles of Eh ib (circles)

and BT (squares). The Bz� 16 mT was applied on the mid-plane region.

FIG. 4. Typical time evolutions of (a)

Ez, (b) product Ez with Isat, (c) the nor-

malized integrated value, Eh ib, and (d)

Isat around a passing blob. The black and

gray lines in panel (d) correspond to Isat2

and Isat1, respectively. The probe was

located at R¼ 0.95 m, where Bz� 16

mT and BT� 27 mT were applied over

the mid-plane region.
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of E�B drift velocities agree with those of Vimage, so that

Vimage can be also regarded as giving actual blob radial

velocities. Moreover, it is clear that VE�B and Vimage tend to

increase in going to the low field side.8 This implies that

blob-like structures have been accelerated. The region

beyond R¼ 0.85 m is out of range of the fast-speed camera

view. The value of Eh ib was constant along the radial direc-

tion. In contrast, BT is inversely proportional with major

radius as seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.

In considering acceleration mechanisms, gradients of

the magnetic pressure arising from the toroidal field and the

plasma pressure were estimated. The magnetic pressure gra-

dient, r B2
T=2l0

� �
, ranged from �2000 Pa=m at R¼ 0.65 m

to �500 Pa=m at R¼ 1.15 m. In contrast, the plasma pres-

sure gradient, r kneTeð Þ, ranged from �0.5 Pa=m at

R¼ 0.65 m to �0.05 Pa=m at R¼ 1.15 m, where l0 is the

vacuum permittivity, k the Boltzmann constant, Te the elec-

tron temperature, and ne the electron density. The values of

Te and ne were obtained from probe measurements. The

plasma pressure was significantly less by a thousandth com-

pared with the magnetic pressure, and plasma beta is as low

as b� 10�4. Therefore, the effect of plasma pressure can be

neglected, leaving the effects including the theoretical model

shown in Eq. (1) to dominate blob acceleration in the toroi-

dal field and the radial propagation velocity having positive

dependence on the radial position.

Moreover, Vth was in full accord both in scale and trend

with the measured velocity at each radial position. In consid-

ering what the most dominant effect is, we calculate both

Vshe and Vpol based on the experimental observations, and

the result is shown in Fig. 7. This indicates that the electric

field of blob-like structures can almost be limited by the

sheath current, because radial velocity related to a dominant

effect is the slowest. In fact, the values of Vpol are approxi-

mately 11 km=s for all Lc conditions, and this implies that

the polarization current is significantly smaller than the

sheath current and the sheath current is dominant in the

experiments. In the scaling law presented in Ref. 13, effects

of ion-neutral collisions were also considered. The estimated

radial velocities related to ion-neutral collision corresponds

to approximately 100 km=s and, it found that in QUEST,

ion-neutral collisions have no effect compared with the other

processes associated with the ion polarization current and

sheath current. Therefore, the effect of ion-neutral collisions

can also be neglected. These results indicate that the experi-

ments in QUEST were operating in the electrostatic regime

for blob propagation1,20 and that this observation does not

contradict the fact that blob-like structure radial velocities

are predominantly driven by E�B drifts.

To investigate the accuracy of the theoretical prediction,

the experiments varying Lc were performed. Blob-like struc-

tures could be modified by varying the ratio BZ=BT .21,22

Therefore, Lc can be varied by varying this ratio. The top

panel of Fig. 8 shows Vth, VE�B (R¼ 0.9 m) and Vimage

(R¼ 0.8 m) as functions of Lc: The bottom panel gives the

average values and error bars of plasma parameters for blob-

like structures used in the evaluation of theoretical velocities

in investigating the Lc dependence. There was a change also

in Te and dn=n when the connection length changed. Values

of Te¼ 10.5, 6.5, 5.5 eV and d n=n¼ 0.79, 0.89, 0.95 (for

Lc¼ 9.3, 4.1, 3.2 m, respectively) were obtained with the

probe signals.

The calculated result of Vth shows that Vth increases

with Lc. In contrast, the measured velocities VE�B and

Vimage decrease with increasing Lc. According to the model

of Ref. 13, the electric field of blob-like structures must be

strong when the elongated connection length prevents short-

circuiting at the sheath region, and as the result, the E�B

drift velocity must increase. However, the measured Eh ib
decays with increasing Lc, and this tendency does not agree

with the model. Some reasons of this disagreement will be

discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. DISCUSSION

Blob-like structures observed in QUEST are accelerated

when traversing to the low field side beyond R¼ 0.6 m. How-

ever, in DIII-D,3 blobs propagate radially with E�B drift

velocities while decelerating from �2.6 km=s near the last

closed flux surface (LCFS) to �0.33 km=s near the vacuum

FIG. 7. Radial profile of Vshe (circles) and Vpol (squares) derived from the

experimental observation shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. Top: Vth, VE�B (R¼ 0.9 m) and Vimage (R ¼0.8 m) were plotted

as function of Lc. The circle-, square- and triangle-marker show the VE�B,

Vimage, and Vth, respectively. Bottom: average value of plasma parameter of

the blob-like structure. The circle-, square-, and triangle-marker show Te, a,

and dn=n, respectively.
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vessel. Such behavior was also reported by Alcator C-Mod

(Ref. 2) and HL-2A tokamak.23 The propagating region of

the blobs in those experiments was too narrow at approxi-

mately 0.05 m and the variation of major radius significantly

small that any effects would be hard-pressed to accelerate

blobs. Even in those experiments, radial velocities were con-

sistent with E�B drift velocities. While in QUEST, the

observed propagating distance of blob-like structures is sig-

nificantly wide at approximately 0.7 m, and the major radius

was varying in the propagating region. Thus, the dependence

on the major radius including in the theory clearly appeared

as acceleration of blob-like structures.

The observed dependence on Lc seems to disagree with

the model of Ref. 13. An experiment had already been per-

formed to provide a comparative study with theoretical mod-

els in TORPEX, and results agreed with the model

expectations.13 However, the applied Bz=BT rate of �0.02 is

rather small; in addition, the connection length was fixed by

a metal limiter.13 In our experiment, the applied Bz=BT rate

was 0.16–0.62. It is not possible to compare simply our result

with the TORPEX experimental result, because the mecha-

nism of charge separation strongly depends on the magnetic

field configuration and strength. When a large superimposed

vertical magnetic field was applied, the short-circuiting cur-

rents flow only within the sheath region as predicted by our

proposed model, the value of Lc being determined by the ra-

tio of BZ=BT. When small values of BZ are applied, as per-

formed in QUEST, the pitch of the magnetic field lines

becomes narrow, and a significant connection current

between the pitch of the blob-like structure may flow, as

illustrated in Fig. 9. It is thought that this situation is pro-

duced by an inverse electric field in the inside of the blob-

like structure between the pitch of the blob-like structures as

shown in the illustration of Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the waveform of the electric field (a), the

waveform of the ion saturation current (b), and the fast-

speed camera image (c) when the probe had taken measure-

ments between the pitch of blob-like structures. The fast-

speed camera image was observed very clearly under such

conditions. The electric field that had been measured corre-

sponded to a negative spike, which was observed a lot in

plasmas applied the small ratios of BZ=BT. Simultaneously,

a significant increment of ion saturation current also was

observed. The dense plasma existing between the pitch

regions of the blob-like structures can drive the enhanced

canceling current, je, ascribed to the curvature and grad-B

drift motion as shown in Fig. 9. These observations suggest

that short-circuiting currents exist between the pitch of the

blob-like structures. The short-circuiting current proposed

here has been clarified in the theory as shown in the differ-

ence between dn and n. Background plasmas nestled

between the two blobs naturally drives a certain amount of

current because of their charge separation, and this leads to

FIG. 9. Schematic of a blob-like structure in QUEST. In the previously pro-

posed model, a return current exists only in the sheath region (jshe). When

the pitch of a blob-like structure is shortened, the return current may flow

between the pitch (je). The black solid-line traces out the connection length

Lc, and the black dashed-line the effective connection length Le. jpar signifies

the parallel current, jshe the return current in the sheath region, and je the

short-circuiting current. The Eb and Ee show the direction of the electric field

inducted in internal blob-like structure and between the pitch of the blob-

like structure, respectively.

FIG. 10. (Color online) The waveform of electric field (a), the waveform of

ion saturation current (b), and the fast-speed camera image (c) when the

probe measured between the pitch of blob-like structures. The fast-speed

image was obtained at 20.7 ms.
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reduction of return current in blobs. Therefore, the required

amount of return current is proportional to dn=n in the

theory. In experimental views, dn has been derived from a

background plasma density at the time just before and after a

targeted blob has passed; however, our observation showed

that the background density derived from the above-

described way is significantly different from an original

value of background density being supposed to use in the

estimation of dn.

As a result, the effective connection length shortens, and

the observed radial motion was slower. This may qualita-

tively explain the disagreement in the Lc dependence of the

radial velocity in QUEST. Moreover, the shortened connec-

tion length may appear in the SOL region of a tokamak and

may diminish propagation velocities. Although we would

like to consider some reasons why the enhanced background

density is happened in the longest Lc case, we could not get

any clear answers. A detailed study is left for future work.

V. CONCLUSION

An investigation of the radial propagation mechanism

for blob-like structures was performed in a non-confined

ECRH plasma on QUEST. The E�B drift velocity was

found to agree reasonably well with radial propagation

velocities that had been measured simultaneously with a

probe and a camera. Analysis indicated that blob-like struc-

tures were accelerated along with the radial propagation and

the positive dependence of the radial propagation velocity on

the radial position in the field was in full accord both in scale

and trend with the measured velocity at each radial position.

Magnetic connection length dependencies in the E�B drift

velocities do not seem to be explained by the model based

on induced electric fields from charge separation and current

paths. Dense plasmas existing between the pitch regions of

the blob-like structures were observed in the longest connec-

tion length case, and the related enhanced short-circuiting

currents make the radial propagation slower.
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